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Abstract. This paper studies the utility of using substructural neigh-
borhoods for local search in the Bayesian optimization algorithm (BOA).
The probabilistic model of BOA, that automatically identifies important
problem substructures, is used to define the structure of the neighbor-
hoods to explore in local search. Three different neighborhoods operators
are proposed for BOA, while the remaining of the paper focus on one of
these operators to perform hillclimbing in the substructural space. Addi-
tionally, a surrogate fitness model is considered to evaluate the improve-
ment of the local search steps. Initial results indicate that performing
local search in substructural neighborhoods significatively reduces the
number of generations necessary to converge to optimal solutions.

1 Introduction

Estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) [1–3], a new class of genetic and
evolutionary algorithms (GEAs), have frequently been found to be more efficient
than traditional GEAs that use fixed, problem-independent variation operators.
The conceptual difference is that EDAs replace the traditional variation op-
erators of GEAs by building and sampling a probabilistic model of promising
solutions. The main goal of this procedure is to mimic the behavior of an ideal
recombination operator, where subsolutions are combined with minimal (or no)
disruption.

Although EDAs are known to be effective at exploring the search space to find
promising regions, they inherit a common drawback from traditional GEAs—
slower convergence speed to optimal solutions when compared with adequate
local searchers that start the search relatively close to the optima. This observa-
tion has lead to the combination of GEAs with local search methods known as
hybrid GEAs or memetic algorithms [4–8]. In this context EDAs are no exception
and many applications in real-world optimization have been accomplished with
the help of some sort of local search. However, systematic methods for hybridiz-
ing and designing competent global and local-search methods that automati-
cally identify the problem decomposition and important problem substructures
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are still missing. For instance, the probabilistic models of EDAs contain useful
information about the underlying problem structure that can be exploited to
speedup the convergence of EDAs to optimal solutions.

In this paper we introduce the use of substructural neighborhoods to perform
local search in the Bayesian optimization algorithm (BOA) [9]. These neighbor-
hoods are defined by the linkage groups learned by the probabilistic model of
BOA. Additionally, we use a surrogate fitness model that also makes use of sub-
structural information to evaluate the alternatives while performing hillclimbing
in the subsolution search space. Preliminary results show that incorporating sub-
structural local search in BOA leads to a significative reduction in the number of
generations necessary to find the optimum, providing relevant speedups in terms
on number of evaluations.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section provides an outline
of the Bayesian optimization algorithm and how fitness can be modeled under
this framework. In Section 3, we introduce several substructural neighborhoods
operators for BOA, followed by the incorporation of a substructural hillclimber
in BOA. Section 5 provides initial results and discusses scalability issues for the
proposed method. The paper ends with a summary and major conclusions.

2 Bayesian Optimization Algorithm

Estimation of distribution algorithms [1, 3] replace traditional variation opera-
tors of genetic algorithms by building a probabilistic model of promising solu-
tions (that survive selection) and sampling the corresponding probability dis-
tribution to generate the offspring population. The Bayesian optimization al-
gorithm [9, 3] uses Bayesian networks as the probabilistic model to capture the
(in)dependencies between the variables of the problem.

Like traditional GAs, BOA starts with an initial population (usually ran-
domly generated) that is evaluated and submitted to a selection operator that
gives preference to high-quality solutions. The set of selected individuals is then
used as the training dataset to learn the probabilistic model for the present
generation. After obtaining the model structure and parameters, the offspring
population is generated by sampling from the distribution of modeled individ-
uals. The new solutions are then evaluated and incorporated into the original
population. Here, we use a simple replacement scheme where new solutions fully
replace the original population.

2.1 Modeling (in)dependencies between variables in BOA

Bayesian networks [10] are powerful graphical models that combine probability
theory with graph theory to encode probabilistic relationships between variables
of interest. A Bayesian network is defined by a structure and corresponding
parameters. The structure is represented by a directed acyclic graph where the
nodes correspond to the variables of the data to be modeled and the edges
correspond to conditional dependencies. The parameters are represented by the
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conditional probabilities for each variable given any instance of the variables
that this variable depends on. More formally, a Bayesian network encodes the
following joint probability distribution,

p(X) =
∏̀

i=1

p(Xi|Πi), (1)

where X = (X1, X2, . . . , X`) is a vector that contains all the variables of the
problem, Πi is the set of nodes from which there exists an edge to Xi (the so
called parents of Xi), and p(Xi|Πi) is the conditional probability of Xi given its
parents Πi.

In BOA, both the structure and the parameters of the probabilistic model
are searched and optimized to best fit the data (set of promising solutions). To
learn the most adequate structure for the Bayesian network a greedy algorithm is
usually used for a good compromise between search efficiency and model quality.

The parameters of a Bayesian network are represented by a set of conditional
probability tables (CPTs) specifying the conditional probabilities for each vari-
able given all possible instances of the parent variables Πi. Alternatively, these
conditional probabilities can be stored in the form of local structures such as
decision trees or decision graphs, allowing a more efficient and flexible represen-
tation of local conditional distributions. In this work, we use decision trees to
encode the parameters of the Bayesian network.

2.2 Modeling fitness in BOA

Pelikan, Sastry, and Goldberg [11] extended the Bayesian networks used in BOA
to encode a surrogate fitness model that can be used to estimate the fitness
of a portion of the population, thereby reducing the total number of function
evaluations. For each possible value xi of every variable Xi, an estimate of the
marginal fitness contribution of a subsolution with Xi = xi is stored for each
instance πi of Xi’s parents Πi. Therefore, in the binary case, each row in the
CPT is extended by two additional entries. The fitness of an individual can then
be estimated as

fest(X1, X2, . . . , X`) = f̄ +
∑̀

i=1

(
f̄(Xi|Πi)− f̄(Πi)

)
, (2)

where f̄ is the average fitness of the population, f̄(Xi|Πi) is the average fitness
of solutions with Xi and Πi, and f̄(Πi) is the average fitness of all solutions with
Πi.

Fitness information can also be incorporated into Bayesian networks with
decision trees or graphs in a similar way. In this case, the average fitness of
each instance for every variable must be stored in every leaf of the decision tree
or graph. The fitness averages in each leaf are now restricted to solutions that
satisfy the condition specified by the path from the root of the tree to the leaf.
A more detailed description of this methodology is given elsewhere [11].
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3 Neighborhood Operators for BOA

One of the key requirements for designing an efficient mutation operator is to
ensure that is searches in the correct neighborhood. This is often accomplished
by exploiting and incorporating domain- or problem-specific knowledge in the
design of neighborhood operators. While these neighborhood operators are de-
signed for a particular search problem, oftentimes on an ad-hoc basis, they do
not generalize their efficiency beyond a small number of applications. On the
other hand, simple bitwise hillclimbers are frequently used as local search meth-
ods with more general applicability, providing inferior but still competitive re-
sults, especially when combined with population-based search procedures such
as GEAs. Clearly, there is a tradeoff between generalization and efficiency on the
design/utilization of neighborhood operators with fixed structure. Therefore, it
is important to study systematic methods for designing neighborhoods operators
that can solve a broad class of search problems.

The exploration of neighborhoods defined by the probabilistic models of
EDAs aims to propose an approach that exploits both the underlying problem
structure while not loosing the generality of application. The resulting mutation
operators explore a more global neighborhood than traditional local search pro-
cedures. Recently, it has been shown [12] that a selectomutative algorithm that
performs hillclimbing in the substructural space can successfully solve problems
of bounded difficulty with subquadratic scalability as opposed to exponential
scalability of traditional local search methods. Sastry and Goldberg [13] proposed
a building-block-wise mutation algorithm based on the probabilistic model of the
extended compact genetic algorithm (eCGA) [14], where linkage information is
used to perform local search among competing subsolutions.

In this paper we extend the concept of exploring substructural neighborhoods
to the Bayesian optimization algorithm. Taking into account the structure of
the Bayesian network, several neighborhood topologies can be considered to
perform random or improvement-guided mutations. For a given variable Xi, the
corresponding set of parent nodes Πi, and set of child nodes Ωi (nodes to where
an edge arrives from node Xi), three different substructural neighborhoods can
be defined:

Parental neighborhood which considers variable Xi together with the parent
variables Πi. This neighborhood is therefore defined by K = 1+|Πi| different
variables. Note that for binary encoding the total number of individuals that
belong to this neighborhood is 2K .

Children neighborhood which considers variable Xi together with the child
variables Ωi. Thus this neighborhood is defined by K = 1 + |Ωi| variables.

Parental+Children neighborhood considers variable Xi together with both
parent variables Πi and child variables Ωi. This neighborhood is composed
by K = 1 + |Πi|+ |Ωi| variables.

These three neighborhoods explore the structure captured by the Bayesian
network to different extends. In this paper, we focus on the first neighborhood
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where the parent variables are considered in conjunction with the variable of
interest to define the neighborhood topology to be used by local search.

A somewhat related approach has been recently proposed by Handa [15]
where the traditional bitwise mutation operator is employed in the estimation
of Bayesian networks algorithm [16] and consequently variables that depend
on the mutated node are resampled according to the conditional probabilities
for the new instance. Although this mutation operator takes into account the
dependencies between variables, it is specifically designed to perturb solutions
in order to maintain diversity in the population. Our approach is to interpret
the structure of the Bayesian network as a set of linkage groups that are used to
define neighborhoods to be explored by local search.

4 BOA with Substructural Hillclimbing

This section introduces a hillclimber that uses the parental neighborhood in-
troduced in the previous section to perform hillclimbing in the substructural
space of an individual. This hillclimbing is performed for a proportion of the
population in BOA to speedup convergence to good solutions, as in traditional
hybrid GEAs. After the offspring population is sampled from the probabilistic
model and evaluated, each individual is submitted to substructural hillclimbing
with probability pls. The substructural hillclimber procedure can be described
as follows:

1. Consider the first variable according with the ancestral reverse ordering of
variables in the Bayesian network.

2. Choose the values (xi, πi) associated with the maximum substructural fit-
ness f̄(Xi|Πi).

3. Set the individual with values (xi, πi) in variables (Xi,Πi) if the overall fit-
ness of the individual is improved by doing so, otherwise leave the individual
unchanged.

4. Repeat steps 2-3 for all remaining variables following the ancestral reverse
order of variables.

Some details need further explanation. First, we use the reverse order of that
used to sample the variables of new solutions, where each node is preceded by its
parents. By doing so, higher-order dependency groups are optimized first than
lower-order ones for the same linkage group. This procedure aims to reduce the
possibility of doing incorrect decisions when considering problems whose lower-
order statistics lead the search away from the optimum.

Also, we consider two different versions of the substructural hillclimber in
our study, that only differ in step 3. The first version uses the estimated fitness
of the individual (Equation 2) to decide if the best substructure (according with
f̄(Xi|Πi)) for a given neighborhood should be accepted, while the second version
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uses the actual fitness function to make the same decision. After performing
substructural hillclimbing for all variables, the resulting individual is evaluated
with the fitness function before is inserted back in the population, so that the
error introduced by using surrogate fitness is not propagated in the population.
Therefore, the surrogate is only used to perform local search in the substructural
neighborhoods.

We should note that searching within the same the substructural neighbor-
hoods for different individuals yields results whose similarity increase with the
accuracy of the linkage model. However, in practice, performing local search
on several individuals helps to overcome incorrect biases from the errors in the
substructural models.

5 Experiments

This section describes the test problems used, presents initial results obtained for
varying proportions of local search pls, and empirically analyzes the scalability
of the proposed method with increasing problem size.

5.1 Test Problems and Experimental Setup

Two different problems are used to test the proposed method: OneMax and
Trap functions. These problems represent two important bounds on a class of
decomposable problems with bounded difficulties. In OneMax the fitness is sim-
ply given by the sum of ones in a binary string. This is a simple linear function
with the optimum in the solution with all ones. Therefore, there is no need of
linkage learning to be able to solve this problem. While the optimization of the
OneMax problem is easy, the probabilistic models build by EDAs such as eCGA
and BOA, however, are known to be only partially correct and include spurious
linkages. Therefore, the results on this function will indicate if the effect of using
partially correct linkage mapping on the accuracy of the surrogate is significant
and consequently if performing substructural local search in these conditions is
still advantageous. This paper considers a OneMax function with size ` = 50.

The second problem considered is a concatenated 5-bit Trap function [17],
where the problem is additively decomposable in several copies of Trap subfunc-
tions with size k = 5. The Trap subfunction used is defined as follows

ftrap(u) =
{

5 if u = 5
4− u otherwise (3)

where u is the number of ones in the substring of 5 bits. In this problem the
accurate identification and exchange of the building-blocks is critical to achieve
success, because processing substructures of lower order will lead to exponential
scalability. Ten concatenated copies of the 5-bit Trap are used, which makes the
total problem size also ` = 50.

For each problem, we perform experiments for different proportions of local
search pls. The proportions tested are 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2.
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Fig. 1. Population size and number of function evaluations required to solve the 50-bit
OneMax problem.
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Fig. 2. Population size and number of function evaluations required to solve the 10×5-
bit Trap problem.

For the 10x5-bit Trap function, an additional value of 0.0005 is also considered.
The minimal number of function evaluations required to obtain to reach the
optimum is empirically determined by using a bisection method over the popu-
lation size. For each experiment, 10 independent bisection runs are performed.
Each bisection run searches for the minimal population size required to find
the optimum in 10 out of 10 independent runs. Therefore, the results for the
minimal sufficient population size are averaged over 10 bisection runs, while the
results for the number of function evaluations and the number of generations
spent are averaged over 100 (10 × 10) independent runs. For all experiments,
binary tournament selection without replacement was used.

5.2 Results and Discussion

The results for 50-bit OneMax and 10x5-bit Trap problems are shown in figures
1 and 2. For both problems, the number of evaluations is significatively reduced
when using local search that explores substructural neighborhoods. Also, both
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versions of the acceptance criteria in the substructural hillclimber succeed to re-
duce the cost to solve the problem. However, different dynamics can be observed
for each problem.

For OneMax, using the actual fitness function when deciding if substructures
should be accepted or not provides slightly better results than using estimated
fitness, while the population size required is significatively smaller, in particular
for higher proportions of local search. Note that the correctness of the sub-
structural neighborhoods is not crucial when solving OneMax using local search
because there is no epistasis between variables. However, the choice of the best
alternative in each neighborhood is based on the substructural fitness contri-
bution that is estimated by the surrogate whose correctness relies heavily on
the accuracy of the linkage model. But even more important is the acceptance
(or not) of the substructures. By using real fitness evaluation in this decision,
only those building-blocks that really improve the fitness of the individual are
accepted, which drastically reduces the need of having an accurate surrogate
fitness model (and consequently a larger population size). For the hillclimber
that uses only estimated fitness, the population size required grows even more
for higher proportions of local search because the diversity in the population is
quickly reduced, which requires the surrogate to be accurate enough to solve the
problem in the first generation.

In the 10x5-bit Trap, the identification of the correct substructures is crucial
to solve the problem, requiring the accuracy of the probabilistic model of BOA
to be high. Therefore, both hillclimbers perform similar for very low proportions
(pls = 0.0005, 0.001). Here, however, the cost of using fitness function calls at
each step of the substructural hillclimber shows to be an expensive overhead for
higher values of pls. Similar to OneMax, there is a transition phase in the pop-
ulation size required for the hillclimber that uses only the fitness surrogate. For
pls ≥ 0.05, the population size stagnates at a value where the model is accurate
enough to solve the problem in the first generation by performing substructural
local search.

Figure 3 presents the results obtained for increasing number of concatenated
5-bit Trap functions for the hillclimber that uses only the estimated fitness re-
turned by the surrogate. The number of generations required to reach optima
and the speedup of performing local search are shown. Note that the speedup is
simply the ratio of the number of evaluations required by the BOA without and
with local search. The population size is not plotted because it scales similarly
for all tested pls values. The curves for two different proportions of local search
are plotted: 0.0005 and 0.001. The speedup grows approximately as O(`0.45) for
` ≤ 80. For larger problem sizes the increase in speedup becomes more moderate
even for the optimal value of pls = 0.0005, while for higher proportions of local
search the speedup decreases because the population size required grows with
problem size, increasing the number of individuals that undergo local search for
the same value of pls, and thereby affecting the diversity in the population. On
the other hand, smaller proportions of local search (not plotted) lead to a curve
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Fig. 3. Number of generations required to get the optimum and the speedup obtained
by performing substructural local search on a number of concatenated 5-bit Trap func-
tions. The speedup grows as O(`0.45) for ` ≤ 80. For ` > 80 the speedup grow is
more moderate for the optimal value of pls = 0.0005, while for higher proportions the
speedup starts to decrease because it affects negatively the diversity in the population.

with similar slope to that obtained for the best proportion but with smaller
speedups.

The reduction of the slope for the speedup curve for larger problem sizes is
related to the structure of the model learned by BOA. Analyzing the dependency
groups captured by the Bayesian network with decision trees, it can be observed
that the number and size of spurious linkages increases with problem size. By
spurious linkage we mean the additional variables that considered together with a
correct linkage group. Although the structure of the Bayesian network captures
such spurious dependencies, the conditional probabilities nearly express inde-
pendency between the spurious variables and the correct linkage, therefore not
affecting the capability of sampling such variables as if they were independent.
In fact, this capability of decision trees to detect more complex dependencies
is one of the keys for hierarchical BOA [3] to be able to solve more complex
decomposable problems such as hierarchical problems.

Therefore, an important topic for future work is to perform some sort of
pre-processing on the dependency groups to remove spurious linkages from the
substructural neighborhoods. This can be obtained by not considering those
pairwise dependencies that lead to smaller decreases in entropy, below some
threshold. Alternatively, the continual improvement function of the score metric
during model building can be investigated to determine when smaller improve-
ments in the metric are not significative and the model search can be stopped
earlier. However, this measure should not reduce significatively the capability to
express more complex dependencies.

6 Summary and Conclusions
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